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The results of your assessment are shown on the next pages
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Thanks for taking the time to complete the WorkplaceFundi self-assessment
tool to evaluate your workplace. We hope that this will help you in assessing
the workplace from your perspective and aid you in conversations with those
responsible for your experience of your Workplace.

We have sought to characterise your result with the typical symptoms
associated with the assessment of your workplace along with some
recommendations and what it will take to move towards an Experiential
Workplace. 

This assessment measures how well your organisation invests in the
workplace experiences of their people measured over 3 scientifically proven
areas:

Environmental – Healthy buildings mean healthy people

Functional – How well does the workplace support the employees in their
daily activities and tasks

Cultural/Psychological – How do the policies, procedures and practices in the
workplace support or detract from the Workplace experience   

If you want to know more detail about your scores across each area and how we can
help you improve your score, email or schedule a call with me at:

Andrew@WorkplaceFundi.com

+27 72 583 5186

Schedule Call

mailto:andrew@workplacefundi.com
https://calendly.com/workplacefundi/discoverychat?month=2022-04


Your workplace has scored <50%

Your Workplace Experience Index (WXi) is
broken down as follows:

This is the overall score for your workplace as a summation of the individual
Environmental, Functional and Psychological factors this means that:

Clearly as this is a self-assessment and as such is your perception of your
workplace. There could be any number of reasons why you have marked a
particular element in the way that you have and so this is not meant as a
definitive guide, but it is a good start. There are there are other elements
vying for inclusion, and these need to be taken into consideration in a deep
dive review along with how the workplace supports individual work activities
and demography’s. It would be critical to include these in any business case
for a change.

Where you have marked your workplace down we would encourage you to
ask questions based on the building blocks for that particular element.

In today's tech heavy world, the physical workspace is merging with the
digital and this has implications for our thinking about physical space and
change. We need to review a simple mindset of design principles around a
practical outlook that makes up an excellent workspace.



So, what does an In-Experienced Workplace mean?

Sadly, this is probably an organisation that is struggling to survive. Cutting cost
is the highest item on the boards agenda and it isn’t actively investing in any of
the three employee experience environments and probably operates the same
way today as it did in the 1990s or 1980s. Efficiency is rare, and the technology is
outdated. Productivity is abysmal and the workplace may be little better than a
Dickensian workhouse.

The office is likely a massive cubicle farm that doubles up as a detention centre
with management as the Warders. It is highly unlikely that the organisation
stands for any real purpose bigger than itself and is driven by the need to make
money, which it doesn’t re-invest in its people or it’s workplace.

One of the greatest challenges is attracting and retaining any talent worth
having, there is talk about innovation communication and collaboration but
very little action on the ground. The organisational design is probably very top-
heavy and hierarchical or with a prevalence for command-and-control type
management. Whilst there may be pockets of operational excellence the
overall management style is out of sight out of mind and if you are not at your
desk you’re not working. Consequently, any type of remote working is almost
out of the question. Management require you to effectively clock in and clock
out and achieve a minimum of 40 hours at your desk.

This is not a desirable place to work and management does not understand
that they have the furthest to travel in order to achieve a suitable place to work.
Whilst they are a long way off from achieving a winning workplace experience
they are the ones that can read the greatest reward from this journey providing
they can put behind them the fixation with minimizing cost.

The EWM-360 Blueprint for an Experiential Workplace



1 - Experience

Engage with the people around their experience of the workplace, their
contribution and purpose 
Do a deep dive assessment of on the employees experience both working
from home and the workplace. 
This data and insight forms the fundamental base from which the
workplace strategy can be formed.

The EWM-360 Blueprint for an Experiential Workplace cont.

The EWM-360 Blueprint for an Experiential Workplace

2 - Evaluate
Assess the data and insight from the Workplace experience assessment and
marry them with the work organisation strategies of the organisation, in
respect of:

Work - The overarching business strategy that gives context to all workplace
related activities
Workforce - The HR strategy as to how they support the business strategy
Workspace - The Corporate Real Estate portfolio strategy  
Workplace - Define a workplace strategy that focusses on employees as
customer of the workplace and how the workplace contributes to the overall
business

3 - Engage
This is where you need to engage with all of the workplace disciplines to
understand roles and responsibilities for the different aspects of the workplace.

Stakeholders – Assemble an integrated Workplace team comprising of HR,
IT, FM, CRE, Supply Chain and Finance and Operations 
Integration – Form a unified and integrated Workplace team. The workplace
is a ‘machine for working’ comprising many disciplines and locations so it
needs a single person responsible for the entire workplace function 
Performance – What does work, workforce, workspace and workplace
performance mean to the organisation 



4 - Execute

Recommended Actions to improve your Workplace Score

The EWM-360 Blueprint for an Experiential Workplace cont.

5 - Excel
Set the workplace up for success in how it is managed to ensure the right
behaviour:

Metrics – Build a workplace analytics function around outcome based
metrics that measure the value add to the business not just the cost. 
Measure - how and when to measure the metrics that matter most.
Evolve - how the workplace will need to change as the business does and
how it evolves into the future.

Bring all of the pillars of operation excellence into play and put them into action
along with the required resources and processes to measure the operational
effectiveness of the workplace

Compliance – Look to international standards for  
Resources – What resources are required and how will these be procured 
Operations – implement International Building Operation Standards (IBOS)



Recommended Actions to improve your Workplace Score cont.

The WorkplaceFundi Experiential Workplace
Management 360 (EWM-360) Blueprint:

Recommended Action:



Click below to schedule a consultation and find out more about your scores
across each individual workplace metric as well as recommendations on how
to improve each sub-score + your overall Workplace Experiential Score:

Recommended Action cont:

The WorkplaceFundi Experiential Workplace Management 360 (EWM-360) is
the complete holistic solution to creating and managing the desired Workplace
Experience. EWM-360 is an all-encompassing eco system that targets and
integrates the right strategies, stakeholders, and resources. EWM-360 includes
for the first time a return-on-investment tool for your workplace  that will
ensure that you spend money in the right areas and reap the rewards in
workplace performance.

Saving on real-estate costs 
greater productivity, 
more engagement  
increased connection to company’s culture,  
less absenteeism
Greater talent attraction and retention 
That will all lead to increased competitive advantage 

Or contact me at:

Schedule Call

Andrew@WorkplaceFundi.com

+27 72 583 5186

https://calendly.com/workplacefundi/discoverychat?month=2022-04
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